ConteraWS Cloud Managed Web Services Meets DMP

About DMP
DMP is a family owned manufacturer of electronic burglary, fire, and access products. Since 1975, DMP has designed, built, distributed, and supported these products from its headquarters in Springfield, MO. DMP sells directly to preferred alarm companies who are passionate about providing life-safety and peace-of-mind.

DMP XR Series ➔ ConteraWS Web Services
This integration enables ConteraWS Web Services to capture zone alarm, door access, and arming status events generated by DMP XR Series control panels. This data may be utilized to generate reports, real time video push alerts, or to quickly locate video associated with a control panel event.

What You Get
• LAN connectivity between a DMP XR150 or XR550 Series control panel and the onsite ConteraVMS®
• ConteraVMS capture of Zone Alarm, Door Access, and Arming Status events
• Cloud configuration of alert rules spanning any number of control panels and recorders
• Cloud generation of video push alert emails and iOS push notifications
• ConteraVMS video search interface for DMP XR Series control panel events

Video Push Alerts on Alarm
Send video alerts to any ConteraWS Web Services user—or user group—whenever an alarm, system arming, or system disarming event occurs. The push alert contains an image from the associated camera and a quick link for viewing the video clip. Provide users with an easy mechanism for verifying activity when an alarm event occurs.

IP Integration
Communication between the DMP XR Series panel and the ConteraVMS recorder is IP based. Save time and reduce complexity by eliminating wiring between the control panel and the video recorder.

Business Intelligence
Utilize the ConteraWS Web Services alerting function to notify users whenever a door is accessed after hours or when a door—or any contact—is left open longer than a specified time. Utilize the DMP event search option in the ConteraVMS thin client to easily locate video for verifying compliance with internal policies or procedures.
DMP XR Series panels are programmed to push event data to the ConteraVMS recorder that resides on the same local area network. Once received, ConteraVMS transmits these control panel events to ConteraWS Web Services in real time. Flexible alert generation rules are created in ConteraWS Web Services and video push alerts are delivered to users within seconds of an event occurring.

Be Sure to Check Out Our Other ConteraWS Integrations...